Comparison of complete blood count of blood samples taken through venipuncture and through the peripheral venous infusion line after the administration of fluids
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Abstract

Introduction:
A number of factors can affect hematological measurements among which the effect of blood sample collection procedures by nurses in hematology test results is of great importance. Therefore, this study was carried out with the aim of determining and comparing the experimental values of complete blood cell count through taking blood samples from peripheral vein infusion of intravenous fluids and routine blood sampling procedure while receiving continuous IV fluids.

Methods & Materials:
This quasi-experimental intervention study was done on 60 patients hospitalized in the internal medicine ward who were selected for blood sampling. Two samples were taken from each patient through a peripheral intravenous line after throwing the first 5 cc of IV away and collecting the remaining 5 cc and through the routine blood sampling procedure for the case and control group, respectively. Then all the samples were analyzed in terms of the number of white blood cells, red blood cells, platelets, hemoglobin and Hematocrit using SPSS software19, paired t-test and Pearson correlation.

Results:
The mean values of white blood cells, red blood cells, platelets, hemoglobin and Hematocrit in the case group were 9694 mm3, 4433000 mm3, 240166 mm3, 12.52 gr/dl, 38.90% and 9587 mm3, 4588000 mm3, 244800 mm3, 12.68 gr/dl, 38.96% in the control group, respectively. A significant difference was only observed in hemoglobin values between the case and control groups.

Conclusion:
In order to measure the amount of white blood cells, red blood cells, platelets and Hematocrit, blood samples taken from peripheral vein infusion can be used after throwing away 5 cc at the beginning of the sampling.
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Introduction
It is more than three decades that researchers discuss sampling through venous catheters and many relevant unanswered questions. This question is still raised whether intravenous lines can be used for sampling. The reports of medical diagnostic laboratories are an
important part of the information based on which physicians diagnose the diseases and treat patients (1). To obtain accurate laboratory data for hematology samples, it is necessary that blood sample collection be done properly by nurses. Several factors can affect hematology measurement, one of which is the standard method of sampling by nurses before any analysis to reduce unwanted changes (2). Reviews show that errors before laboratory results on blood samples will cause 60-70% of incorrect laboratory diagnoses which include error in sampling process, transportation of samples to the laboratory and preparation of samples (3). Veins are the first sites for blood collection. Venipuncture is usually done through a superficial vein and the antecubital fossa is the area that is used most (4).

Most patients in the hospital need intravenous catheters for administration of fluids or medications (5). In a study by Sarani et al. in Yazd, it was found that 50% of patients were treated intravenously. Also in a study by Razavi et al. in Tehran, 55% of patients were treated intravenously; these figures show the wide range of intravenous treatment in Iran (6). Despite these peripheral catheters for blood collection, typically, nurses and laboratory staff use venipuncture (5) because it is believed that the injection of medication and fluid changes the results (7). Venipuncture is an invasive and painful procedure that can cause bruising, hematoma, infection, vasovagal reactions and in rare cases damage to the peripheral nerves (8), also it is a nursing skill for access to the venous system in many situations, especially when the patient has few suitable vessels or requires frequent blood tests (9). Nevertheless, fewer studies have been conducted on the comparison of hematologic parameters in blood samples obtained by venipuncture and peripheral catheter for patients with intravenous fluid intake (10) and relevant studies have emphasized performing more research in this field and on more cases. Given that on the one hand, blood collection is still done through venipuncture in some hospital departments and on the other hand, no research has been done in this regard in Iran, this study was conducted to determine and compare laboratory values of blood collection through the peripheral venous infusion line and through venipuncture in patients admitted to the internal medicine department in Shohadaye Khalije Fars Hospital, Bushehr, in 2014.

Materials and methods
This research is a quasi-experimental study with a control group conducted on patients admitted to the internal medicine department in Shohadaye Khalije Fars Hospital, Bushehr. The sample size was determined as 60 considering confidence interval of 95%, study power of 90% and the standard difference 0.8 using Altman normogram. Blood samples were taken after providing necessary information about the objectives and methods of the study and obtaining written informed consent of qualified patients (patients requiring fluid therapy, patients receiving at least 100 cc of fluid, patients without peripheral venous infusion line, patients over 18 years of age, patients capable of giving written consent). Two samples of blood were drawn from each patient, one through the peripheral venous infusion line with fluid intake and another from patient’s hand through venipuncture with 10 cc syringe and needle gauge 20. To do so, at first, both areas were disinfected with betadine by a skilled nurse and then were washed with alcohol to ensure that betadine did not remain on the area. Then, the peripheral venous infusion line was disconnected for 30 seconds and a tourniquet was fastened above and near it and another tourniquet was also fastened in venipuncture area in another arm. Thirty seconds after fastening the tourniquet on the arm with peripheral venous infusion line, the infusion set was replaced with a 10-cc syringe, 5 cc of the blood was taken...
and discarded, and then another 10-cc syringe was used to draw 5 cc blood. The peripheral vein infusion fluid was discontinued for one minute until sampling was done. For venipuncture, after 30 seconds of fastening the tourniquet, 5 cc of the blood sample was drawn with a 10-cc syringe and needle gauge 20. Both samples were poured into two separate containers for performing the tests. The container with samples obtained from the peripheral venous infusion line was labeled “A” and the container with samples obtained from venipuncture was labeled “B”. In order not to determine how the samples were prepared, the samples were sent to the laboratory with false names to be analyzed, where the complete blood count test was done by sysmex Xs800i. Demographic information of participants including age, gender, type of disease and also the type and amount of intravenous fluids and the laboratory results of blood samples were analyzed by descriptive statistics method (frequency and mean) and inferential statistics (paired t-test and Pearson’s correlation coefficient) using SPSS software 19. Significance level was considered 0.05.

Results
Sixty percent of participants were male and the rest were female and they aged between 19 and 91 years (46.95 ± 20.73). The most common cause of admission to hospital for patients participating in the study was cellulitis (10%). 58.3% of participants received 3.3, 1.2 serum and 41.70% of them received 0.9% normal saline through the peripheral venous infusion line. The lowest amount of fluid received until taking blood sample was 2000 liters and the maximum was 9000 liters (5008.33 ± 1923.65).

Comparison of the hematology test results in two blood samples obtained from the peripheral venous infusion line and venipuncture (Table 1) using paired t-test showed that there was only a statistically significant difference between the value of hemoglobin in the samples (p-value = 0.00).

Also, the correlation between laboratory values of complete blood count samples through the peripheral venous infusion line and venipuncture (Table 2) using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient indicated statistically significant positive and direct correlation (p-value = 0.00).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of complete blood count samples through the peripheral venous infusion line and venipuncture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venipuncture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients-value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: The correlation between the values of complete blood count samples through the peripheral venous infusion line and venipuncture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion and conclusion
Blood is the most common fluid used for medical tests to evaluate different and disorders. Currently, venipuncture is the most common method for taking blood (4), but this method is associated with pain and discomfort, damage to peripheral veins, phlebitis and bleeding, which may hinder using blood vessels in future (11). It is nearly four decades that researchers discuss sampling through arterial and venous catheters for diagnostic tests (12). Although other studies have been conducted in similar fields such as hemolysis of blood samples obtained by different blood sampling methods or on the estimation of the amount of discarded blood before sampling (13-17), this question is still raised whether intravenous infusion lines can be used for sampling (1). The results showed that, except for hemoglobin value, there were no statistically significant differences between the test values of white blood cells, red blood cells, hematocrit and platelets in blood samples taken through intravenous infusion line and venipuncture.
Few studies have been performed on blood collection through the peripheral catheters used for injecting intravenous fluids (18,19). The study conducted by Robert Hare et al. on complete blood count was nearly similar to this study which indicated significant differences in hemoglobin values and hematocrit and there were no differences in the values of white blood cells, red blood cells, hematocrit and platelets in blood samples taken through angiocatheter and venipuncture (10). The findings of this study on the values of white blood cells, red blood cells, hemoglobin and platelets are consistent with the current study, but on the hematocrit are not consistent with the conclusions. However, in the studies conducted by Zlotowski et al. in 1999, Berger-Achituv et al. in 2004 and also Himberger et al. in 2001 to count blood cells, it was found that there were no statistically significant differences between the values of white blood cells, red blood cells, hemoglobin, hematocrit and platelets in two blood samples taken through the peripheral catheter and venipuncture (5,16,20). The findings are consistent with the present study for all values except hemoglobin. The slight difference in the results may be due to different numbers of participants, receiving different amounts of infusion fluid and the difference in the duration of discontinuation of infusion fluid before drawing blood sample through angiocatheter in the mentioned studies which shows the need for further research in this regard. According to the results, blood collection through the peripheral venous infusion line with fluid intake can be considered as a reliable method in complete blood count tests (except hemoglobin) in patients admitted to hospitals and thus it can be hoped that complications of frequent blood collection through venipuncture be decreased in patients.
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